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Abstract

Question: Are We, As Anesthesiologists, Worried About Anticoagulant-Antiplatelet Only When Performing Neuraxial Procedures? Answer: May NOT Be.

Dialogue

DeG: Hey Sis, whatâ€™s the status over there about adherence to anticoagulant-antiplatelet medications in regards to neuraxial procedures?

DiG: Obviously following them, Bro.

DeG: Are people over there aware about the new guidelines that came up regarding what cautions to follow whenever there are concomitant requirements for using both anticoagulant-antiplatelet medications and neuraxial procedures?

DiG: Are you talking about year-2018 guidelines issued by American Society of Regional Anesthesia and Pain Medicine (ASRA)?

DeG: Correct.

DiG: Arenâ€™t there two sets of guidelines issued by ASRA in 2018? One for regional anesthesia and other one for interventional spine and pain procedures [1-2]?

DeG: Thatâ€™s correct too.

DiG: Whatâ€™s the major difference between the two?

DeG: One is designed primarily for anesthesiologists managing epidural-spinal anesthesia-analgesia in perioperative periods and other is designed primarily for interventional pain physicians performing interventional pain procedures in their clinics and/or in the hospitals.

DeG: Are there any major differences between these two sets of guidelines?

DiG: Not really. They arenâ€™t actually much different from each other especially when overall these two-set-guidelines are essentially meant to prevent epidural-spinal hematomas secondary to neuraxial procedures in the patients who are concomitantly receiving anticoagulant-antiplatelet medications.

DiG: I understand that up there, a lot many patients receive anticoagulant-antiplatelet medications per guidelines [3], and thus, when this big percentage of patient population presents for a lot many procedures warranting the need for standalone-or-concomitant neuraxial procedures for perioperative anesthesia-analgesia and chronic pain control, ASRA had to put forth the guidelines about them. And with plethora of new medications being introduced in the healthcare markets, ASRA has to keep updating the guidelines based on the challenges of unknown outcomes in regards to the newer medications and the ever-changing feedback about the long known medications.

DeG: Looks like you are reading a lot.

DiG: I am. But may be I am talking to you a lot.

DeG: Either way. You are correct that we are in Catch-22 situation in regards to deciding and accommodating standalone-or-concomitant neuraxial procedures for perioperative anesthesia-analgesia and chronic pain control when the number of anticoagulant-antiplatelet medications just keeps on
increasing, the indications for these medications just keep on soaring, and the number of surgical-interventional procedures among the patients are being driven up on unstoppable trains irrespective of whether they are using the anticoagulant-antiplatelet medications or not [4-10].

DiG: What’s the harm anyway, Bro? The past-and-future of science has always been about exploring the unexplored-undiscovered and eventually accommodate with the discoveries-and-inventions for the sake of greater good at a given point of time in the history.

DeG: That’s true. Let’s take a step further. Do you ever wonder if anticoagulant-antiplatelet medications matter to anesthesia providers when they are providing perioperative care to patients who are NOT receiving any neuraxial procedure?

DiG: I think so, considering that the perioperative management of surgical bleeding becomes the responsibility of anesthesia teams at least in terms of perioperative transfusion requirements. Moreover, Bro, don’t you think that endotracheal intubations and other airway manipulating procedures like laryngeal mask airways, oropharyngeal airways and intubation bronchoscopies warrant that anesthesia teams should quantify cautions in terms of anesthesia-procedure-related bleeding among the patients receiving anticoagulant-antiplatelet medications?

DeG: I agree. But in the absence of any such specific guidelines from anesthesia providers’ societies, the anesthesia teams in collaboration with surgical-interventionists’ teams can only quantify cautions on individual level which each individual anesthesia team can decide to follow depending on personal knowledge and comfort levels in regards to managing any complications which may be suspected to arise from patients’ usage of anticoagulant-antiplatelet medications.

DiG: Why can’t we ask anesthesia societies to consider developing guidelines in regards to patients undergoing general anesthesia or sedation wherein anesthesia related procedures themselves may have risk of bleeding in the patients on anticoagulant-antiplatelet medications?

DeG: May be we can ask. But may be we can just assume that if the surgeries-and-interventional procedures are safe within certain time intervals after anticoagulant-antiplatelet medications, then the anesthesia related procedures may be safe too. At least, the anesthesia related procedures which we are talking about don’t create unique scenarios like the neuraxial procedures which can put patients at risk of critical epidural-spinal hematomas within their restrictive neuraxial anatomical spaces warranting emergent surgical decompressive surgeries to prevent temporary neurological sequelae from becoming permanent.

DiG: Just for the sake of talking. If bleeding is going to interfere during intubation bronchoscopies [11-12], may be use videolaryngoscopy, unless airway securement is NOT feasible with videolaryngoscopy, and may be then utilizing a very good suction source for clearing the blood during bronchoscopy, and may be then proactively planning for an alternative anesthesia team with higher proficiency in intubation bronchoscopy to save the day.

DeG: Similarly, arterial cannulations and central venous catheterizations may have to be cautiously performed while ensuring to keep them as atraumatic as possible. And may be avoiding those anatomical sites for venous catheterizations where bleeding can be difficult to control [13-14].


DeG: Just following the common sense. Be gentle. Be as atraumatic as possible. Perform the procedure as smoothly as what we would expect from our anesthesia provider in case that patient is us or our kin.

DiG: Essentially, the core concept of â€œDo No Harmâ€ whenever trying â€œTo Do Goodâ€.

DeG: Well said, Sis. As an interim measure for us anesthesiologists until the time point when anesthesia providers’ societies may embrace the idea to consider writing their own guidelines in regards to anticoagulant-antiplatelet medications beyond
neuraxial procedures, I have found some guidelines which the American Society for Gastrointestinal Endoscopy had released in 2016 [15] and which joint Asian Pacific Association of Gastroenterology and Asian Pacific Society for Digestive Endoscopy had released in 2018 [16] in regards to patients receiving gastrointestinal endoscopic procedures when they are also on anticoagulant-antiplatelet medications. These guidelines may give an idea what to expect-and-consider in terms of bleeding risk when we are providing general anesthesia or sedation or performing anesthesia related procedures in the patients on anticoagulant-antiplatelet medications, assuming that our procedures are as traumatic as gastrointestinal endoscopic procedures with analogously similar complications.

Â

DiG: Will read them, Bro.

Â

DeG: Take care, Sis.
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